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In a changing world, with stress and turmoil all around us, isn’t it amazing that one can still
come down to the Garden Route and enjoy a place like Nature’s Valley! Nature’s is one of those
rare special places, where we co-exist with nature in a way that is sustainable. Keeping it, and
surrounding areas, including Plettenberg Bay and Keurbooms, that way is a full-time job
though, and is the very reason the Nature’s Valley Trust exists! With your continued support, we
have been able to carry that responsibility through 2017, achieving some significant results.
The year has seen continued growth of most of our projects, especially some of our conservation
education work. Excitingly, the #ShareTheShores campaign, which integrates results from our
research work on beaches into our conservation education and community engagement efforts,
has led to changes in local regulations for beaches in our area, leading to better co-existence
between people and biodiversity. The Conservation Education and Community Engagement
programs have grown this year, and we reached a cumulative total of close to 3500 people this
year. As always, each year has its own challenges and its own rewards. We continue to strive to
produce conservation, education, community and research programs that help us maintain the
ecological integrity of Nature’s Valley and its surrounds, to collaboratively educate stakeholders
in the area, and to collect essential ecological data to enable the authorities to better manage
and conserve this amazing part of the planet.
We so appreciate the many incredible people who continue to support the work we do. We aim
high, and hope you are proud of the work your NVT team has produced this year, which we
feature below.
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The Team
THE AWESOME PEOPLE BEHIND THE SCENES

From left to right (Back): Dr. Mark Brown, Kellyn Whitehead, Craig Midgley, Kirwan Strydom
From left to right (Front): Brittany Arendse, Anathi Mbona, Simphiwe Gininda

NVT has been privileged to have had
amazing staff over the years. This year the
team consisted of Mark Brown, Program
Director, Kirwan Strydom in the role of
Conservation Education Officer, and
Brittany Arendse, Kellyn Whitehead and
Craig Midgley as Conservation Scientists.
The continuity of a stable staff component,
funded predominantly through project
grants, has added great momentum to our
work.

In addition, we were bolstered by
Simphiwe Gininda and Anathi Mbona (fully
funded Conservation Education and
Ecological Research interns, respectively),
who joined the team in April for 12
months, as part of our partnership with
the WWF-SA Graduate Internship Program.
Simphiwe and Anathi have both recently
completed MSc. degrees (at UCT and
Rhodes), and have slotted well into the
team.
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Ecological research
The data collected by our research teams forms the foundation of
all our work, providing valuable up to date information on how
biodiversity is affected in our region. We co-supervised two
Masters and two PhD students at NVT this year. We still have
Tracy’s MTech on waterbirds, Kellyn’s MSc on Fynbos and bird
pollinators, Selena’s PhD on white-fronted plovers and Daniel’s
PhD on Fynbos fragmentation ongoing. Our work was presented at
international conferences, and some has been published in peer
reviewed journals. There is a growing recognition that our research
work is adding value to conservation efforts in the region.
Collectively our research team published seven papers in
internationally accredited journals this year. This included papers
by past students Minke Tolsma from her Kelp Gull research with
NVT, Jennifer Angoh from her MSc on ericas, Czech intern Eliska
Padyšáková (one of our very first international interns), a
collaborative paper on urbanization, climate and ecological stress
indicators in Cape Sugarbirds, and a range of papers by our
Program Director Mark from his other research work. Here are
some highlights from some of the projects

Tsitsikamma Fynbos
Research Program
Our Fynbos work has gained great momentum, largely through two
postgraduate student projects. Kellyn Whitehead is finalising her
MSc through UKZN entitled “The functional role of birds as
pollinators in southern Cape Fynbos”, which is examining the role
birds play as pollinators in the Fynbos around Nature’s Valley, and
the effects of patch size on plant reproductive output within the
reserve. Kellyn’s work has included the first comprehensive study of
the pollination ecology of two local plant species, Kniphiofia uvaria
and Chasmanthae aethiopica, and is supervised by NRF A-rated
scientist Prof Steve Johnson and Mark Brown. Daniel Cloete’s PhD
entitled “Fragmentation effects on Fynbos ecosystem services”
achieved much this year, with data on Protea and Erica populations,
and bird presence, being collected from 17 different Fynbos patches
in the area. Daniel’s work included some cutting edge use of drones
to collect data on Protea densities in the field, enabling us to work
our carrying capacity for Cape Sugarbirds across time and space in
the region. Daniel completed his field work this year, and is now
writing up his thesis, which has a supervisor panel including NRF Arated scientist Prof Peter Ryan from UCT and Mark Brown. Taken
collectively, these projects have dramatically increased our
understanding of the way Fynbos species interacts with the insects
and birds that pollinate them, and how the system responds to
fragmentation. In addition, we now have a database, collected by
Kellyn and Brittany, of over 200 flowering plant species identified in
the Fynbos around Nature’s Valley by our team – watch this space as
we continue to develop a field ID guide for the area!
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ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH CONT..
Our ongoing ringing program in the Fynbos continues to reveal interesting patterns of bird
movement and occurrence in the Fynbos. Intriguingly, over the last 5 years we have netted
almost all the forest specific bird species in the area – but in Fynbos! If you consider how tall
and dense our Fynbos is though, this is perhaps not too surprising. We are getting a good
understanding of our Fynbos birds too – for instance our data shows that Cape Sugarbirds need
to leave the safe area of the National Park to get food at certain times of the year, while
sunbirds don’t.

Coastal Impact
program

#SHARETHESHORES

We continue to make great strides through this program,
using patterns revealed by our data to develop locally
relevant awareness and intervention programs. Excitingly
we have started to see tangible benefits for biodiversity
coming from the work.
As part of our Fishing Impact Program, Craig’s continued
roving creel survey work investigating the local recreational
fishing industry is revealing further declines in catch per
unit effort, but also declines in the number of fisherman in
our bay. This data makes sense – if you catch less and less
each year, you less likely to keep trying. Craig spends 6 days
a month engaging shore-based fisherman, conducting
interviews and recording catches, giving us great long terms
data on how the fishing is doing in the Nature’s Valley and
Keurbooms regions.
Our Marine Debris work continues to highlight the types,
and sources, of litter on our local beaches. The main
intervention work done here up till now has been the
installation of Fishermen’s Bins at beach entrances, allowing
beach walkers to safely deposit fishing line, hooks and other
fishing related items found on beach walks. The bins are
well used (we empty and record their contents monthly!), and the good news is we have seen a
reduction of fishing related litter on our beaches as a result – from 39% of overall litter
encountered to less than 10% of overall litter counted post installation!
Last summer’s Shorebird team gathered important evidence to assess the #ShareTheShores
intervention campaign – and excitingly we saw a 54% increase in overall breeding success of our
White-fronted Plovers across Bitou – this suggests the hard work put in educating the public,
raising awareness of the birds plight, and marking off nesting areas made a tangible difference!
It takes effort to get this data. Selena and the team last season walked 1500km on the beaches,
spent 262 hours observing nests in 2-hour periods, conducted 94 manipulated disturbance trials
and completed 210 interview based surveys with members of the public! The current summer
sees us continuing our work to try safeguard the valuable populations of plovers and
oystercatchers we have nesting in our region.
We continue monitoring Kelp Gulls that breed in the regions too, ringing as many chicks as
possible each season, and collating reports of where Plett ringed birds are found on their
travels. We have our Plett gulls visiting almost as far as Cape Town, and occasionally as far as
North of Durban! The closure of Plett’s landfill site has led to interesting changes in local gull
movements – there are more gulls now raiding bin bags on rubbish collection days in the
suburbs! With more vegetation growing on Lookout Beach, the small colony there is growing
too, making more nests accessible for long term monitoring to the team!
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Estuary and River Program

Brittany continued the two successful Fish Monitoring Programs we run in collaboration with
ecologist Kyle Smith from SANParks. We now have over four years-worth of monthly data from
eleven sites on the Mosquito Fish monitoring project in the Groot River Estuary. The results
highlight that while this highly invasive species thrives in summer, the colder winter months
see a dramatic reduction in population size and area in the estuary that they occur. We plan
to analyse data in preparation to publish our findings next year, and will investigate moving
from a monitoring program to a removal program in the future.
We also have over four years of seasonal data monitoring estuary fish community composition.
This valuable data indicates that the Groot River Estuary is one of the most important
regional nursery grounds for marine fish, especially for species like Cape Stumpnose and
White Steenbras. We have managed to tag several Leervis, Grunter, Steenbras and Kob in the
estuary this year too! The amazing aspect of our work is that when you combine results from
our relevant programs, it tells an important story. For instance, Cape Stumpnose is one of the
START DATE
TASK
END DATE
top five most abundant species of fish caught by recreational anglers on our shores, and is
the second most abundant fish in the Groot River Estuary – highlighting the fact that this
small estuary is almost certainly providing direct benefits to shore-based rock and surf
anglers!
This year saw us re-initiate some macro-invertebrate sampling in the Groot River, with Anathi
heading up this project. We use the SASS system to assess river health using macroinvertebrate species composition and abundance in the river. Working above and below the
pump-house, the aim of this project is to demonstrate the impact (or lack thereof), of the
water abstraction on the river macro-invertebrate communities, and to help us continually
assess the pristine quality of the river.

Marine program
The research team finished off assisting with important research by BirdLife South Africa
quantifying bait fish stocks in the Bay this year, measuring not only how much fish is
around, but what other biodiversity it attracts. This is important foundation work being
done to investigate the viability of establishing a penguin breeding colony here in Plett!
Watch this space as we launch a new marine mammal tourism research program fully
funded by Nedbank Green Trust, in partnership with WWF-SA and Nelson Mandela
University next year!
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Community Engagement
A KEY ASPECT OF WHAT WE DO IS TO ENGAGE WITH COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE REGION,
EMPOWERING THEM THROUGH TRAINING AND EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES, AND OUR
AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS, TO MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS ON HOW WE, AS
INDIVIDUALS, COLLECTIVELY IMPACT OUR ENVIRONMENT. KIRWAN AND SIMPHIWE HAVE
HAD A BUSY YEAR, WITH SEVERAL NEW INITIATIVES BEING ROLLED OUT.

Greening Program

For over a decade, NVT has facilitated a steady re-greening process in Kurland Village. This is done
through an annual tree planting event held mid-year, ongoing tree maintenance through our ecoclub at Crags Primary, and through the Tsitsi-Tuinier Garden Club, a community driven initiative
administered by NVT that is successfully seeing more and more homeowners growing and harvesting
vegetables, and transforming plots with ornamental gardens. The constant investment and
partnership for well over a decade has seen an incredible transformation, with some trees from the
early days now towering over some of the newer ones. The greening program has built partnerships
across different spectrums in the local, regional, provincial and national conservation spheres.

Stakeholder Training Program

We recently concluded our Stakeholder Training program, funded by the Table Mountain Fund
(TMF), which ran for the last three years. Under Kirwan’s guidance, and with good support from
various stakeholders and communities, we had another successful year hosting training workshops
around pertinent environmental issues in our region. This year’s training workshops included Fynbos
ID workshops, Marine Animal Stranding Workshops (mammals and birds), Environmental Education
training, Fundraising for NPO’s, sustainable fishing, greening and waste workshops, raptor
monitoring workshops, and a series of open lectures on our #ShareTheShores campaign. A big
emphasis this year was providing training opportunities to SANParks rangers throughout the
Garden Route. In total over 1800 local conservation stakeholders received training on the program
this year. Collectively, we ran 59 workshops, training 3685 participants over the three years of the
program – thank you TMF!
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Clean-up and recycling Program
Another long-term project has been our annual clean-up project in Kurland. Apart from initiatives set
up and run with our Crags Eco Club, there is of course our annual clean-up day, which forms part of
the International Coastal Clean-up program. For the last few years we have also been supporting and
including a local community recycling and swop-shop initiative, ensuring that we not only get Kurland
looking better, but that tangible incentives to recycle are in place. We are excited that Bitou
Municipality has this year recognised the value of this project, and asked us to partner with them to
reach other local communities in Bitou going forward. Our beach clean-ups in Plett, in partnership
with Bitou, Plett Hope Spot, Keep Plett Clean and other NGO’s is also gaining traction and support.
This year’s Plett Beach Clean-up included a recycling fashion show competition run between Formosa
Primary and Kwanokuthula Primary Schools – an amazing, innovative and fun event!

#Sharetheshores

The roll out of the #ShareTheShores campaign, which complements the research work of our Coastal
Impact Program, was incredibly successful, with unbelievable reach and positive results for beach
biodiversity already being demonstrated – as mentioned above we have had reduced fishing related
litter on beaches and improved breeding success of our plovers – all within the first year of the
campaign! The innovative use of social media in particular has attracted interest – as demonstrated by
a cumulative reach of over 400 000 on Facebook alone over a six month period! Follow our social
media pages to catch up of our “Sands of Change” plover soap opera for instance!
The campaign kicked up a gear for the fishing related work – Craig handed out over 200 NVT
fisherman’s resource packs to recreational fisherman this year! Together, Craig and Kirwan worked
hard to establish the Covie Fishing Club – the first community based fishing club in the region. With
the Plettenberg Bay Angling Association playing the role of big brother, the club has grown quickly
and achieved much this year. The dozen or so active members have participated in several catch and
release fishing competitions in Plett and Nature’s Valley this year, and together with NVT facilitated
sustainable fishing workshops for kids in the region.
Excitingly, our work is now seen as a model for other sections of coastline – we are currently working
with groups in Knysna and Overberg to roll out some of our programs there, and there is even
international interest in how we do it here! We are also proud to be partnering with BirdLife South
Africa in 2018 – the bird of the year is the African Black Oystercatcher, and we are co-managing that
program with them next year.
The big news from the shorebird component is that our data has been used by Bitou Municipality to
rezone all beaches for dogs. In collaboration with all three Rate Payers Associations (NVRA, KPOA, and
Plett Rate Payers), SANParks, PAWS and other interested parties, a new system for regulating dogs on
beaches is currently being rolled out. Expect to see signage indicating RED (no dogs allowed),
ORANGE (dogs allowed on leash) and GREEN (dogs allowed off leash) along all beaches in the Bitou
region. RED zones have been developed due to Blue Flag status, or where concentrations of nesting
birds occur. Allowing dog owners sections of beach where they can, for the first time ever, legally let
their dogs off-leash, should see a dramatic reduction of infringements in other zones, thereby
reducing the impact on biodiversity our research has documented.
Highlights from this year’s beach litter awareness work included great collaborations with several
international groups, most notably the TerraMar project, raising awareness of the global issue of
marine debris. We got several more fishing line bins, sponsored by Plastics SA, and are rolling them
out currently in other parts of Plett and Knysna.
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Conservation Education
A LARGE COMPONENT OF OUR WORK IS CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEANINGFUL AND
TRANSFORMATIVE INTERACTION AND LEARNING WITHIN THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
FOR CHILDREN LIVING IN OUR AREA. TO THIS END, WE RUN SEVERAL CONSERVATION
EDUCATION PROGRAMS THAT FOCUS ON BOTH THE SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS
RELEVANT TO LOCAL CHILDREN, DEVELOPING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ECO WARRIORS!
TOGETHER WITH OUR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMS, WE SUCCESSFULLY
REACHED ALMOST 3500 PEOPLE THIS YEAR!

Adopt-a-Beach
This long-standing program takes Grade 7 learners for seven hands-on lessons on beaches to
engage them around coastal ecology and beach conservation issues we face locally. With new
sponsors on board this year, we have been able to include two new schools in the program!
Learners from both Formosa and Kwanokuthula Primary Schools thoroughly enjoyed their first
year in the program, joining Coldstream and the Crags as the long-standing participating
schools. We are grateful to A.C. Whitcher Sawmill for sponsoring Coldstream Primary, and to
Ocean Blue Adventures for sponsoring Formosa and Kwanokuthula Primary schools this year! It
is so rewarding to see how these learners develop over the year to understand the marine
ecosystem as a holistic habitat and how to #ShareTheShores with all beach users.
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Birding Masters and Champions
Program
We had another fantastic year in partnership with BirdLife Plettenberg Bay – whose members
mentored bird clubs in four local schools. With outings each term, and a year-end birding
competition and quiz, this is perhaps one of our more exciting programs that gets kids out of
the classroom and passionate about conservation. This years end of year interschool
competition saw Plett Secondary School displacing defending champions Plettenberg Bay
Christian School as the winners for the year!

Calendar Events
Along with our various conservation partners we celebrated various national and international
calendar days during the year, with outdoor learning opportunities for schools around relevant
themes. We collaborated with Bitou Municipality and the Breede-Gouritz Catchment
Management Agency during Water Week in March – with 360 kids from 4 local schools taking
part. Crags Primary benefitted from some Arbour Week events, and we ran workshops for kids
from Coldstream and Covie during Marine week.
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Conservation in Action
A great new conservation action we participated in this year was the release of rehabilitated
African Penguins back into the wild, right here in Plett. African Penguins occur year round in
Plett, visiting our waters to take advantage of the abundance of fish available in our beautiful
bay. Each year, around 40-50 penguins run into trouble locally, and get sent to Tenikwa Wildlife
Rehabilitation Centre. In partnership with BirdLife South Africa, BirdLife Plettenberg Bay, Cape
Nature, and Tenikwa , NVT has facilitated two beach releases of these rehabilitated birds in 2017
(5 birds with 150 onlookers in June), and 10 birds with 450 onlookers in November). Seeing these
incredible birds successfully returned to the wild on our doorstep is a definite highlight for the
year!
We continue to work closely with Tenikwa and Radical Raptors, as the two licensed
rehabilitation centres in the region, ringing birds pre-release, and assisting where possible. Our
team are fully trained to do bird rescues on beaches, and we now scan every African Penguin
found on beaches for microchips too. Our staff are in high demand to get involved in various
conservation initiatives in the region, and often give talks about our work to special interest
groups and at public events. We value being part of the Plett Hope Spot, and the Plett Marine
Stranding Network.
We are constantly called to assist on conservation matters in the region. NVT is fast becoming
the “go to” organisation in the area to comment and advise on issues as they arise. This ranges
from rescuing injured birds on beaches, to commenting on developments, to engaging national
stakeholders to see improved conservation status for our region. We continue our strong
partnership with SANParks in and around Nature’s Valley, using results from our research
programs to help shape management of the area, and collaborating on community and
education programs.
Our partnership with Bitou Municipality is stronger than ever, mainly due to the fantastic work
being done by Marco Barnardo, the Nature’s Valley Superintendent, and we have a great working
relationship with Cape Nature, several government departments (regionally and nationally), and
a host of like-minded NGO’s.
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Volunteer NVT
Current Interns & Volunteers

LIEZL RETIEF

CLAIRE GAUDART-WIFLING

SOUTH AFRICA

SABINE MEURRENS

UK

BELGIUM

UK

This year has seen several high
quality international volunteers
and interns contribute to NVT’s
work, from the UK, Netherlands,
Canada, the USA, Belgium,
Switzerland, Portugal and S.A. Not
only does this add value to our
programs, but it generates
sustainable income for us,
ensuring more of your donations
go straight into project work. We
are so grateful for the way our
international visitors integrate
into the team, throw their
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energy into our programs, and
make a meaningful contribution
to the important work we do.To
top it off they gain valuable skills,
resume quality work experience,
and a passion for hands on
integrated conservation work. We
are also proud to be partnering
with a private conservation
initiative in the Seychelles, and
have sent our first two interns
there this summer to work on
turtles, tortoises, and both
terrestrial and marine birds.

Wrap up and thanks
Our sincere thanks to all who support us, and who share our passion for Nature’s Valley and the
greater Plettenberg Bay region. The shared vision we have of the long term ecological integrity
of Nature’s Valley and surrounds being sustained for generations to come keeps us going, and
impassions us to work harder towards that goal.
In particular we want to thank the 95 individual donors who contributed financially to our work
this year. We thank the three Rate Payers Associations we work closely with (Nature’s Valley,
Keurbooms and Plett), Bitou Municipality (in particular Marco Barnardo, Mark Fourie and
Douglass Baartman, Jeremy Basson and Randal Bower – all heads of divisions that work closely
with us. We also very grateful to Jessica Kamkam, our Deputy Mayor and Ward 1 councillor,
along with Dave Swart, Ward 2 councillor, for always supporting our work. We are also very
grateful to SANParks and Cape Nature for local and regional support for our work. In particular
we want to highlight Kyle Smith and Henk Niewoudt who partner with us on various programs.
In the NPO area, we are particularly grateful to Ingwe who we partner with on many education
programs, BirdLife Plettenberg Bay, BirdLife South Africa, ORCA, WESSA, Willing Workers South
Africa, Edge of Africa, Born in Africa, Brackenburn CREW, Tenikwa, Radical Raptors and Keep
Plett Clean for partnering with us on various programs this year. We are grateful to several other
Government Departments who partner with us too, notably Western Cape Government, Eden
District Municipality and Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
We have had very generous project funding in 2017 – we are grateful to the Table Mountain
Fund, Hans Hoheisen Charitable Trust, BirdLife South Africa, BirdLife Plettenberg Bay, Ocean
Blue Adventures, A.C. Whitcher Sawmill, WWF-SA, Tourvest and a donor who wishes to remain
anonymous, for significant funds towards specific projects this year.
We have a growing number of amazingly talented artists who support us through the sale of
their work – we want to thank Natascha van Niekerk (donates 10% of all jewellery sales), Jane
Pitchford (donates 10% of all artwork sales) and Halszka Covarr (donates 10% of some of her art
ranges sales) – these incredibly talented artists are making a serious contribution and we are so
grateful!
To keep up to date with the work we do, visit www.naturesvalleytrust.co.za, follow us on
Facebook, Instagram or Twitter, sign up for our regular newsletters or subscribe to our blog.
Please consider partnering with us if you don’t already do so, with a tax-deductible donation, a
corporate CSI grant, or by getting a My School card – earn us funds while you shop at no cost to
you.
What a year, what a community – thanks to each and every one of you for enabling us to do
what we love doing. We wish you all a blessed Christmas, a relaxing valley holiday and a
fabulous New Year!
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